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Many formulations that are used to develop tablets are sensitive to how exactly 
compression is performed. In today’s market, it is imperative that tablet production is fast, 
effcient  and  accurate.   he challenne  is  to ensure the dwell time in the manufacturinn
process is optimised, while nuaranteeinn fault free production.

Dwell Time Explained

In tablet compresssion, dwell time is defined as the amount of time that the surface of a 
punch head stays in contact with the compression roller in a standard tabletting press. 
This can only be counted as dwell time when the compression force applied is above 90% 
of its peak value. Key factors affecting dwell time are punch head flat size, shape, use of 
pre-compression and the rotation speed utilised during production. It is a vital element of 
guaranteeing that granules are compressed long enough to turn them into robust and 
effective tablets. This has significant implications for teh overall tablet formation, quality and process 
effciency.  

Dwell time is also critical in deciding if the behaviour of a particle under compression 
stays deformed, or manages to return back to its original shape. Formulations contain 
ingredients that have either plastic or elastic properties; put simply, this is the difference 
between a permanent (plastic) and temporary (elastic) post-force shape 
transformation in these consituents. Their behaviours can change depending on the 
force employed and the length of time beneath it. In formulations that have more 
time-dependent consolidation behaviour, a long dwell time is important to create strong bonds.

Some formulations are not as susceptible to dwell sensitivity and can compress at 
practically any speed - however, many are significantly affected by what may seem small 
changes in dwell. One technique that can be used is simply to slow the speed of the 
press down. This effectively increases the dwell time, but has the obvious associated 
reduction in output.

Therefore, the area of punch head flat available can be a major factor in 
determining the overall success and profitability of tablet production. This is an element of the 
process that tooling manufacturers are investigating and, subsequently, developing innovative 
technologies to provide productivity-enhancing answers.

It is well-known that in order to form 
effective tablets from granulate, significant 
compression force is required. However, the 
exact amount of force and period of time 
that is applied for needs to be carefully 
calculated. Too much or too little of either 
can result in irreversible tabletting or tooling 
issues during production and in downstream 
operations. Image 1: PharmaCote CT imporves wear resistance, 

corrosion resistance & anti-stick properties
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Punch or Press Damage
When striving for more compaction force - particularly when seeking to overcome some of the 
obstacles detailed below - excessive force or over-pressuring of the punch can lead  to 
extensive tool failures and press damage. This can not only result in significant expenses, but also carries 
considerable health and safety risks. To prevent this, it is crucial to consistently optimise and 
implement the correct dwell time. 

Sticking
Tablet sticking is often considered the most frequent and challenging problem within tablet 
manufacturing. Sticking is characterised by a build-up of granule on the punch tip face, causing 
tablets to be left with an altered and undesirable appearance and, more importantly, a variation 
in weight. The first recourse is the removal of the tablet tooling from production in order to perform 
regular cleaning and polishing, which leads to tablet press downtime and, therefore, to reduced 
output. 

Naturally, this production downtime causes considerable disruption, and manufacturers will 
sometimes provide a solution by taking the initial step of applying more compression force (as stated 
above) or slow down the press, thereby expanding dwell. Either or both of these can often solve 
any sticking problems, but may detrimentally affect productivity and the lifetime of the press. the 
new model of dwell flat seeks to overcome these drawbacks by extending the dwell time, without 
slowing down the press. 

Capping
The risk of capping or laminar separation can be caused when trapped air pockets appear in 
the forming tablet. If insuffcient air escapes anddor desnity variations occur in the tablet, volume  
tensile strength is negatively affected, thereby heightening the risk and leading to severe problems 
during the manufacturing process.

Employing tapered dies or using a press with a pre-compression stage are two common 
ways to overcome this problem. One of the most effective solutions available to tablet 
manufacturers is acehieved by slowing down the press and extending the dwell time. This has the 
biggest success rate, as it allows air to espace. However, it carries with it the inherent decrease in 
tablet output. Increasing the dwell time through other means, is therefore, the most desired option. 
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Some  tooling solutions involve increasing the head size, 
or moving from a B to a D-type punch. These changes 
result in longer dwell, but require more capital outlay and 
modifications to existing presses. A new type of extended 
dwell flat tooling uses an elliptical head form to lengthen 
dwell time. This innovative product extends dwell without the 
disadvantages of slowing down the press or changing cams.

Key Issues

As mentioned above, tablet production can be 
considerably affected by dwell time due to the 
characteristics of the ingredients in a formulation, thus 
creating challenges; the most common of which are 
detailed below.

Image 2: XDF® helps to create a strong bond 
between the particles without slowing down 
the press
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Friability and Tablet Hardness
‘Friability’ refers to the tendency of tablets to crack, chip or break during compression. This can be 
due to non-cohesive characteristics withint he formulation, which fail to bind together adequately. 
By analysing key production factors - including dwell time, weight control, expansion and the tooling 
condition - the possibility and impact of friability can be minimised to produce a quality tablet. The 
new elliptical dwell flat tooling has removed friability issues entirely. 

Moisture
All ingredients that are used in tablet manufacturing - whether active pharamceutical ingredients 
or excipients - contain differeing moisture content. There is a vast array of formulations, and each 
has varying characteristics - therefore, moisture control during the process becomes very complex. 

Moisture often helps with the binding of the powder, or the compaction effect. However, if there is 
too much moisture, then the adhesive forces created between the granule and the punch tip face 
may be too great, and can potentially cause sticking due to capillary action.

Moisture can enter the process through either ‘wet’ granulate itself, or as a result of excess humidity 
in the compression chamber, formulation preparation and storage areas. It is therefore desirable 
that these temperature and humidity levels are controlled - but this is not always possible.

In order to counter issues with moisture causing sticking, utilising the optimum dwell time can have a 
positive effect on the final tablet produed. Once calculated, the optimum dwell time can allow for 
the formulation’s moisture content, without detrimentaly impacting the quality of the tablet. 
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Alternative Techniques

As briefly mentioned above, there are other techniques that exist to increase the time that the 
punch head is in contact with the compression roller, including:

• Reducing tablet press speed
• Installing larger compression rollers to extend the total compression time 
• Using punches with a larger head to widen the size of the dwell flat or upsizing from a B 

to a D-type punch

However, the problem for commercial tablet manufacturers when considering these alternatives is 
that it is not possible to achieve the same results to a high quality with the limited timeframes and 
monetary constraints. This is where innovative new tools can help by extending dwell time by up to 
50% with no capital expenditure, thus improving productivity and product quality to help prevent 
sticking, capping and friability issues.

Improved Ef ficiency

By utilising optimised tooling, the production process can maximise dwell time and therefore tablet 
quality - without slowing down the tabletting process. Specifically designed tooling not only helps to 
increase the dwell time, but can also provide a host of other benefits, including:

• Streamlining productivity
• Solving dwell time problems without the need to upsize punches
• Enabling faster press operation
• {roviding the ability to run machinery on standard cams
• Optimising tablet compaction
• Producing a better quality tablet

Recognising the significance of dwell time is of paramount importance; with the lastest tooling of-
ferings such as the new elliptical dwell flat, companies are seeking to enable other organisations to 
extend dwell time, and maintain or increase the output levels in existing tablet presses. 
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